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Robert Bechtel studies people’s attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors
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|influences on the entire range of human behavior. His
environmental specialties include extreme climates, housing,
and small communities. He works with architects, engineers,
landscape architects, government agencies and private
corporations–including work with NASA and The University of
Arizona’s Biosphere 2. He’s written several textbooks in
psychology and did research in several foreign countries like Israel, Peru,
Saudi Arabia and Bangladesh
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10:45 – 11:45 am Board Meeting
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1:20 – 1:30 pm Closing remarks
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Cost
Members: Free

Non-Members: $25

Reservations can be made by online at: http://tinyurl.com/CSIPhoenixMay2014
OR
Louise Rehse at 602-258-7499 or Louise@TheReferenceLibrary.com

Publication deadline for the June 2014 issue of the Phoenix Chapter
Newsletter is May 15, 2014

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
April Showers bring May Flowers….or April Elections bring July Board?
At our April monthly meeting, elections were held for the 2015 Board. There were no
surprises, so here is the breakdown…
Angie France will be leaving the Board as Past President. Thank you, Angie, for your service
to the Board, Chapter and support offered to me. On behalf of all three, I want you to know it
is appreciated.
I, Brian McClure, will be moving to the Past President position. I would like to thank the 2014
Board for their service and dedication to the Chapter.
My move, will make room for TJ Valdez to move into the President's position. TJ was the first of our incoming
Presidents to be elected to a 2-year term as President-Elect and now soon to be President. TJ, I look forward to
your leadership and continued development of the Board and Chapter.
So finally, here are the election results.
Eduardo Galindo was elected to the 2-year term as President Elect and President in
FY2016. Ed has attended numerous committee meetings and will bring a new level
of understanding to the Chapter on the whole.
Bobbi Jo Huskey moved into 1st Vice President and continues to work as a part of the
Membership Committee.
John Campbell has left the second year of his Directorship to become the 2nd Vice President.
Filling John's last year at Director will be Jim Daniels staying on to provide a third year of service.
I want to welcome two new faces as Directors in 2015 and 2016, Dennis Keane from Stego and Kelly Gray from
DLR will be joining the Board. Welcome aboard and thank you for showing interest!
And last but not least, we have our two, long-time reliable Board members as Mark Yarish remains on as the
Chapter Secretary and Teri Hand stays as the Treasurer. Your continued service and dedication to the Board
and Chapter have been and will continue to be appreciated.
As outgoing President, the year has gone by so very fast. I have enjoyed the year immensely and look forward
to continuing my service to the Chapter and Board for some time. Next month, I will provide a summary of what
we accomplished this year. Thank you all for your support throughout the year.
And again congratulations to the new Board, and to all the current and incoming Committee Chairs their
Members. You are the difference!
As we move from our brief winter, at least here in the Southwest, into spring with summer dead-ahead, CSI
generally turns to conversations about certifications. CSI certifications are recognized as one of the best
standards to establish your experience, what you know, and how well you know it. These credentials
demonstrate your value, credibility and reliability to your current and future employer, colleagues, and even
clients.
Taking a line from our Chapter's own Fellow, Paul Simonsen, "Do you have 20-years of experience or 1-year of
experience 20 times?" How can you demonstrate which you have?

Through CSI’s Certification Program, you can develop a conceptual understanding of the entire construction
process, and concrete skills in:
 Construction documentation development and administration
 Specification writing and enforcement
 Product research and sourcing
 Communication with the design and contracting teams
Simply said, CSI certifications allow you to clearly define
your knowledge. A short list of the impacts to you:








Learn what it takes to deliver projects on time and
on budget
Decrease change orders
Understand the fundamentals of construction
documentation
Learn to write specifications
Understand your authority and responsibility in a construction project
Develop construction documentation that keep you out of courts (and stands up if you end up there)
Be better prepared to deal with a LEED project or to take the AREs

A firm investing in the professional development of its employees, is investing in its own success, and its best
and most critical resource. CSI's certifications offer cost-effective professional development for employees while
training them to work from one body of knowledge. Improve your chances of an on-time, on-budget delivery.
Lowering the number of change orders on a project. Raise your clients’ confidence. Strengthen staff loyalty and
productivity. Establish benchmarks for hiring and promotion. Shorten the learning curve for new hires. I can't
think of any firm that would not respond positively to those changes.
The comment, "competition for projects is increasing" is applicable for all of us in the industry…architects,
engineers, contractors, subcontractors, manufacturers and suppliers. How do you stand out from the crowd?
Show clients your staff is an expert in every part of construction, and develop a reputation for on-time, on-budget
delivery. Become a trusted resource for your clients and lower the number of change orders.
CSI offers four certification exams:
1. Construction Documents Technologist (CDT) certificate
This is a prerequisite for the following, advanced Certifications:
2. Certified Construction Specifier (CCS)
3. Certified Construction Product Representative (CCPR)
4. Certified Construction Contract Administrator (CCCA)
My opinion; anyone in the construction and design industry should have a CDT certification. Architect,
Engineer, Designer, Contractor, Subcontractor, Manufacturer's Rep, Secretary, Inspector, Owner,
Developer….The CDT provides the basic, broad based knowledge of the industry that we all need to know.
The CCS and CCPR are more focused on specific trades, the specifications writer and manufacturer's rep, but
are in no way limited to just these persons, the advanced certifications are open to any CDT holder.
The CCCA is for any person that extends their services during the construction phase of a project…which again
is nearly all of us. What do I need to know as an Architect? What should I expect of the Contractor when they
send submittals? The study guide addresses standard contracts and general conditions issued by the AIA (and
other organizations), providing a solid foundation of what the responsibilities are for the parties, as well as
identifying the differences between issuing organizations' documents.
In closing, the studying and certification exams take time, effort, and, yes, money. The value is hard to deny.
Ask your boss how much the last lawsuit, or error in the drawings or processes, cost the firm. Offer a cost
effective solution to avoid them next time through CSI's certifications.

Brian

Tammy Stevens
BDS/Researcher, Editorial AZ NM
McGraw Hill Construction
Phoenix, AZ 85022
T 480-747-2769 | F 602-862-9940
tammy.stevens@mhfi.com @AZDODGE www.mhfi.com

AIA ARIZONA MAY CALENDAR
May 1st—Phoenix Metro Board of Directors & AIA10 Tour and Mixer
May 3rd—Desert Classic Volleyball Tournament
May 6th—SAC Board of Directors Meeting
May 9th—Scottsdale Section
May 13th—Chapter Meeting
May 15th—SAC Chapter Meeting
May 16th—Board of Directors Meeting
May 28th—Advocacy Committee

www.AIA-Arizona.org

APRIL MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM
Dr. Upali Nanda, director of research at
HKS, Inc., spoke to the audience about
Evidence-base Design (EBD).
EBD is based on the fundamental premise
of making design decisions based on the
best available evidence, and committing
to measuring how designs can improve
outcomes.
Four educational objectives covered in the
presentation were:
1. What is EBD?
2. Key findings from EBD that have
changed healthcare design.
3. How EBD applies to other market
segments.
4. Sharing of tools and methods to be more
evidence-based in practice.

Let’s Get Dirty

A CSI Educational Seminar, and
Design Competition Using Formglas® GFRG
When:
Time:
Where:

Thursday, May 1, 2014
11:30 am - 1:30 pm with lunch served at noon
Seneca Architectural Products
3646 S. 36th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85040

RSVP:

Bob Cowley T: (602) 470-1770
		E: bobcowley@senecaapi.com

The program will be divided
into the following 3 “hands-on”
segments and demo stations:
• Designing and Specifying Glass
Fiber Reinforced Gypsum/Concrete
Fabrications
• Mechanical and Adhesive
Installation of GFRG & GFRC
• Finishing and Decorating GFRG &
GFRC

The purpose of this program is to provide education
through a “hands-on” installation of GFRG and
GFRC materials. Attendees will leave with a strong
understanding of the composition and design flexibility
these materials offer.
Each participant in The Design Competition will have
the opportunity to create their design using Formglas®
GFRG. Formglas® will produce the winning design and
the completed fabrication will be awarded to the winner.
This is a unique opportunity to have your design
produced in a classic yet versatile material.

Formglas was recently featured in the March 2014 issue of world-architects.com eMagazine, as well as the March 2014 print edition of
Architectural Record, showcasing their installation of a GFRG coffered ceiling at Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport Terminal 2, in Mumbai,
India, one of the largest installations of GFRG in the world. The project received a GOLD Award in CISCA’s 2013 Construction Excellence Awards for
Ceilings in the International category and is also featured in the Spring 2014 Issue of Acoustical Interior Construction Magazine.

Imaginative. Innovative. Inspired.

Material solutions so versatile, anything is possible. What will inspire your design?

CSI VOLUNTEERS AT ST. MARY’S FOOD BANK—APRIL 11TH
The Phoenix Chapter once a year gets together for a community event. This year, volunteers put together bags
of fresh produce in an assembly line. Great camaraderie developed while doing a
worthwhile project.
Pictured below (in alphabetical order): Joe Volinsky, FBE Products, Joe Hornstrom, Hafele, Richard Vullo, Hafele
And Jay Harris, Stanley Security

Register for the May meeting
http://tinyurl.com/CSIPhoenixMay2014

Rain? – In the Desert?
Yes, and when it does,
the IBC requires weather protection.11

WCT™ Water Control Technology
New Masonry Wall System with Superior Resistance to Moisture Penetration
An innovative masonry design
• WCT units feature integral drainage zones that direct moisture to the wall’s drainage system.
• No special installation techniques required--cost-eﬀectiveness is assured.
• WCT units are suitable for corners and ends for a complete system.
• All units have integral water repellent in their mix design.
• WCT units meet or exceed ASTM C90.
• Perfect for both Single or Multi-Wythe Walls.
• Oﬀered in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, ranging from:
• SPEC-BLOCK™ (precision gray CMU)
• SPEC-BRIK® (brick appearance),
• SPEC-SPLIT™ (split face CMU)

WESTERN BLOCK CO.
4021 South 19th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85041
Tel: 602-243-3975
Fax:602-243-3979

Call us about SPEC-BRIK®
The Beauty of Brick,
the Economy of
Concrete Masonry.

info@westernblock.com
www.westernblock.com
We are a member of the Concrete Products Group
1. Section 1405.2, 2012 International Building Code © INTERNATIONAL CODE COUNCIL, INC. , 4051 West Flossmoor Road, Country Club Hills, IL 60478-5795.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
Properly Sealing Small Joints
by: T.J. Valdez, CSI, The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.

Our industry is at a point where terms such as “green” and “energy efficient” have arrived, been accepted, been
overused, and now are treated skeptically while still realizing the need for such materials. Knowing that, this
article still dares to suggest a low cost solution to truly solve an issue identified by multiple government
agencies, various industry groups, and countless building owners and managers. The issue is air leakage
through small openings, or as it is affectionately known “air conditioning your parking lot”. The term “air
conditioning your parking lot” should be especially painful to the ears of our local community knowing the cost
of air conditioning our structures in the extreme heat of Arizona’s summer months. That said, this is not the only
issue that leaky joints present. Just some of the other issues: cold air is allowed in in the winter, indoor air
quality can be compromised, windwashing may render the thermal insulation less efficient, and bulk water
(rain) or moist air (in humid climates) can cause mold and mildew issues.
California’s Title 24 specifically
addresses the issue as highlighted to the right.
Additionally, the US
Department of Energy
estimates that as much as
40% of the energy required to
heat and cool a building is
wasted through uncontrolled
air movement, at least partially
a factor of leaky joints. Before
we discuss a solution, though,
we should first look at the
current state of the industry.

Currently small joints are filled with backer rod and
caulking (also called “sealant” or “wet sealant”). The
detail to the left should be familiar to most.
This detail can be found in every building. The idea
being that the backer rod gives the sealant an hourglass
shape with the thickness at the center (the thin part of
the “hourglass”) being half the width of the joint. This
particular configuration is what all sealant manufacturers
design their material for. The wider edges give an
optimal surface area for adhesion to the substrate (“W”
below) while the thinner center (“C”) allows the cured
sealant to stretch enabling the material to expand and
contract during the typical thermal fluctuations experienced by the building.

Click here to read the balance of the article.

SAVE THE DATE

Construction Specifications Institute presents the

2014 Spec Rep Academy

Is your architecture/construction knowledge current?
Come hear professionals in your industry speak on current construction
topics that will influence you as a product rep.
When

Friday, June 6, 2014

Time

8:00am-1:20pm

Where

The Reference Library – Professional Learning Center
99 E. Virginia, #140
Phoenix, AZ 85004

Cost
(includes lunch)

CSI members/nonmembers
Each additional employee (same firm)

Topics

Walking through the BS of Construction

$75.00
$55.00

hpd UPDATE (health product declaration)
Social Media and Marketing in a Tech World
LEED Version 4 for Product Reps

More information to come
Questions, please contact Jill
Anderson at
jill@thereferencelibrary.com

SOUTHWEST REGION
CONFERENCE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SAVE THE DATES – MARK YOUR CALENDARS

2014 SOUTHWEST REGION CONFERENCE
EL PASO, TEXAS
JUNE 19-21, 2014
RADISSON HOTEL, EL PASO AIRPORT





REGION CONFERENCE AND BOARD
MEETINGS
SPECIAL EVENTS, EDUCATION
INCOMING CHAPTER VOLUNTEER TRAINING
PRODUCT SHOW

2015 CSI TRI-REGION
CONFERENCE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
MAY 13-16, 2015
HILTON MISSION BAY HOTEL
For 2013, the West and Northwest
Regions joined forces in production of
their very successful West by Northwest
Region Conference.
For 2015, the Southwest, West, and
Northwest Regions are planning a TriRegion Conference. Please plan on
joining us for the 2015 CSI Tri-Region
Conference in San Diego.

SHELDON WOLFE
Return on Investment
I recently received an e-mail from CSI, encouraging me (and, I trust,
thousands of others) to volunteer to work on an Institute committee or
task team. It reminded me of how I became involved in volunteer work
for CSI, and how much that work meant to my career.
When I became a specifier, in 1985, I had not written any specifications,
nor had I heard of CSI. I knew that I had a lot to learn, but I have a
natural interest in finding out how things work, so I was confident I could
figure out what to do. Fortunately, my boss suggested I join the local
CSI chapter, and within a couple of years I studied for and passed the
CCS exam. So far, my interest was self-centered; I wanted to be the
best specifier I could be, and I saw the benefit of networking with
product representatives.
I soon was influenced by the more active members who served on
chapter committees, and I joined the education committee, where I
learned that it's necessary to completely understand something before
you can teach it. However, not having any bad habits to unlearn, I found
it relatively easy to ingest and accept the principles of the Manual of Practice, to understand the relationships between the various construction documents, and to understand how they are used, and I became a
regular instructor for chapter education and certification programs. Without any conscious intent to do so, I
had become a volunteer, helping others understand construction documents.
Many members who are interested in committee work and leadership roles mistakenly believe there is a
fixed path to follow. While it is common to begin at the chapter level, gain experience, then move on to the
region level, and eventually the Institute level, there is nothing to prevent members from asking to start at a
higher level. Following a progression that begins at the chapter level makes sense for those who lack
experience, but it always has been possible to skip one or more steps along that path.
Years ago, Institute directors were expected to seek out potential members for Institute committees, and in
1993, I was surprised by an invitation to join the Institute Specifications Subcommittee. And then the fun
began. Working in Institute level committees is a lot of work, but it can be among the most rewarding things
a member can do, and I suspect that is true in any organization.
At the time, the Specifications Subcommittee was responsible for maintaining SpecText, which then
belonged to the Construction Sciences Research Foundation, and for maintaining SpecGUIDEs, a wellintentioned but not so well organized attempt at providing specification guides that relied on CSI chapters
for content. Before each of the quarterly meetings, SpecText and SpecGUIDE sections were sent to
committee members for review. As soon as I got them, I called local product representatives to get their
comments, and I would search for applicable standards and references. By the time I left for the meeting, I
was prepared to discuss each section in detail.
At my first meeting, I was thrilled to learn that my research was nothing unusual; virtually every member of
the committee had done the same thing. Between preparing for the meetings and participating in the
discussions, I learned more and improved my own work far more than I would have in the ordinary course
of writing specifications for projects. A couple of years later I moved on to the Institute technical committee,
where the experience continued.

I have found few things as professionally satisfying and useful as working on Institute level committees.
Everyone shares the same commitment, and all bring tremendous knowledge and experience to share.
The intensity is such that issues are discussed throughout the day, through lunch, through dinner, and on
into the after-hours meetings. I quickly learned that some of the most important work is done in the less
formal, free-for-all atmosphere of the dinner and evening debates.
If you want to help others and help yourself at the same time, I encourage you to get involved, not just at
the Institute level, but wherever you can help. If you don't find what you want in CSI, go to AIA, ASCE,
ASTM, NSPE, USGBC, and other organizations. Call the committee chairs and members. Ask what they
do, and ask what they get out of serving on the committees; they'll probably say something similar to what
I just said. If you make the commitment, you will realize a return on your investment.
© 2014, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree or disagree, leave your comments at: http://swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/ and
http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/.

HOW TO READY YOUR WOOD DECK RIGHT NOW
Originally published by Paint Quality Institute
Submitted by Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, Dunn Edwards

Tips for Deck Prep and Staining
Begin by assessing the condition of your deck to make sure it’s structurally sound. If you see any rotting or
damaged boards, carefully replace them before doing anything else.
Next, remove any loose paint or stain either by scraping and sanding the surface, or by treating it with a
commercial deck conditioner, then power washing the entire deck with plain water. If you are changing the color
of your deck, be sure to remove all of the old coating.
With the prep work finished, the fun begins
as you plan the color and appearance of
your deck. This is where you need to know
a few basic facts about deck stain.
For starters, deck coatings are available in
solvent-based and water-based (latex)
formulations; however, the latter offer some
big advantages. Water-based stains dry
more quickly, are relatively odor-free, and
offer simple cleanup with plain soap and
water. Most importantly, these stains have
better resistance to weathering.
Both types of stain are available as clear
finishes and in an array of attractive colors.
If you are thinking about applying a clear
finish to show off the natural appearance of
the wood on your deck, be aware that these
coatings offer very limited protection from
the sun’s UV rays – so little, in fact, that you
will probably have to reapply your clear
coating every year.
For longer-lasting protection, consider applying a pigmented stain. They come in two types: “semi-transparent” stains, which help protect the wood
without hiding its grain or texture; and more heavily pigmented “solid-color” stains, which show the texture,
but not the grain. Semi-transparent stains typically need to be reapplied every 18 months or so, while solid-color
stains can last three to five years.

Regardless of the type of stain you prefer, it’s extremely important that you choose a top quality coating. That’s
because a deck stain is subject to enormous stress. Not only is it exposed to all types of weather – from strong
sunlight to standing water, snow and ice – but it also must endure physical abuse from foot traffic, as well as
abrasion from patio furniture, planters and playthings.
So, how can you spot a high quality deck stain? According to the experts, you should zero in on a water-based
stain made with 100% acrylic.
Top quality 100% acrylic latex water-based stains are extremely tough and durable. Many of these coatings
even contain special ingredients that help prevent mildew from forming, so they are a great option for any deck.
You can apply your deck stain with spray equipment, a long-handled roller, or with a brush. However, if you use
a roller or sprayer, you should “back brush” while the stain is still wet – going back in and brushing the stain – to
help it penetrate the wood. When applying 100% acrylic latex stain, allow it to dry several hours and apply a second coat to get the best protection for your deck. Of course, always follow the directions on the can label.
Whatever type of stain you use, don’t delay. We’re in peak season for deck staining!
For more information on interior painting, color selection, and newly developed paint and primer products, visit
the Paint Quality Institute blog at blog.paintquality.com.

CONTACT:
TIM GARVER
tim.garver@dunnedwards.com

MAY 2014
MAY 07
MAPEI, Jennifer Vangen, 602-814-7025

MAY 14
STANLEY, Jay Harris, 602-284-4321

“Waterproofing: Key to Avoiding Costly Failures!”
1 AIA LU with HSW

“Basic Door Hardware Class”
1 AIA LU with HSW

A discussion about the various types, methods and situations
where waterproofing will protect & enhance tile and flooring
installations. Also, a look at the various failures that can occur
when waterproofing or moisture control is neglected or incorrectly
installed in residential and commercial tile projects, including
interior/exterior floors and walls, swimming pools, balconies, plaza
decks, facades and baths.

At the conclusion of this program, participants will be able
to:

Understand the fundamentals of door hardware.

Understand the common types of hardware available.

Identify what hardware components are required to
complete an opening.

Select appropriate hardware to
provide desired function.

MAY 21

AEP Span, Lou Budde, 714-599-3701

MAY 28
RC Lurie, Bob Stamper, 602-817-1918

“Metal Roof Panels: Design & Installation Considerations”
1 AIA LU with HSW

“Digital Lighting & Control Design”
1 AIA LU

-List the advantages and disadvantages of Architectural
Roofing and Industrial Roofing, as well as the features of
exposed fasteners and standing seam assemblies
-State the specific considerations related to a metal roof and
installation
-Discuss the energy efficient features of metal roofing and
the environmental impact of metal roofs versus alternative
roofing materials
-List the design and installation issues that help facilitate a
successful metal roofing installation.






Create a set of design guidelines for digital lighting
and control
Understand the value of digital lighting and lighting
control
Integrate IECC and sustainable design into our
projects
Provide a series of examples for all of the above
systems.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS: Phoenix
o 05/07 Mapei
o Call and remind me at
o 05/14 Stanley
o Call and remind me at
o 05/21 AEP Span
o Call and remind me at
05/28
RC
Lurie
o Call and remind me at
o
NAME(S)
COMPANY
RSVP: louise@thereferencelibrary.com; jill@thereferencelilbrary.com; 602-258-7499

1
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.

MAY 2014
May 08
SIKA, Ray Russo, 602-315-1676

MAY 22
Firestone, Joe Parenza, 480-369-1491

1 AIA LU with HSW

“Repair & Protection of Concrete”

“Introduction to Daylighting Systems”
1 AIA LU

Repair methods to diagnose problems with concrete
Review repair techniques
Review protection techniques

An overview of the various types of rooftop daylighting systems.
Includes a comparison of each of the types, the energy savings
potential from engineered daylighting systems and the human
health benefits derived from natural lighting.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o
o

05/08 SIKA
05/22 Firestone - Daylighting

o
o

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

2
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Tempe

MAY 2014
MAY 15
3Form, Mike Glaser, 480-980-4851
“Designing Rooms for Acoustics”
1 AIA LU and IDCEC (#101975)
This presentation will educate audiences of the importance of acoustic design; review the history of room
acoustics; introduce basic acoustic concepts and surfaces, and will address the future of acoustic design
with the objective of creating favorable experiences for occupants that can be conducive to learning,
improve productivity and foster a sense of well-being.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o

05/15 3Form

o

Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

3
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Scottsdale
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Angie France
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Angie.France@Sherwin.com
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Architect
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Calling
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Richard Vullo
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Fundraising
Jeremy Gustafson
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T.J.Valdez
The Twenty-One Tech Co.
480-226-5809
TJV@Twenty1Tec.com

Academic Programs
Robin Goetz
Lutron
480-290-5536
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Gary Campbell
ASSA ABLOY
480-688-7919
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Bobbi Jo Huskey
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Mark Yarish
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Yarish.M@OWP.com

